into battle
one-half to one-third of what is being produced by about one
hundred and ten thousand men in Germany ? Is that not an
extraordinary fact ? It is incredible that we have not been able
to produce a greater supply of aeroplanes at this time. Given a
plain office table, an empty field, money and labour, we should
receive a flow of aeroplanes by eighteen months yet; this is the
thirty-fourth month since Lord Baldwin decided that the Air
Force must be tripled.
How much longer will the obvious remedies be denied f No
mere change of Ministers will meet this occasion. We must have
a change of system. Without a change of system you will find
yourselves involved evermore in vexations and Ministers in un-
deserved misfortune, or in misfortune which, if it is deserved, is
only because they allow these ill-assorted duties to be imposed upon
them. Just consider that up to this moment we have not reached
any agreement with the skilled unions, after the whole of these two
years. It is only now that negotiations are beginning. If you
wish to ask these skilled unions to make the sacrifices which un-
doubtedly are necessary, you must convince them of the emergency.
Every time a Ministry of Supply is refused, the emergency is dis-
counted and denied. At the present time the attitude of the
Government is clearly that all may be carried on safely upon the
existing methods, with a minimum of disturbance of the general
life of the country. Surely, it is time now to proclaim the emer-
gency. During last week-end many of us thought of those furnace
fires of which the Prime Minister spoke a year or two ago, and
almost felt a gust of scorching air upon our faces; and then we
are told there is no emergency. Surely, this is the time when
Ministers should rise to the level of events and give more effective
defence protection and service to the nation which has trusted
them so long.
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